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ABSTRACT
It is no doubt that China is expanding its market potential because of its high economic
growth and its entry into the World Trade Organizations. This Chinese expansion owes a great
deal to foreign direct investment from the US, Europe or Japan. Much of the Japanese
investment, in turn, utilizes Taiwanese resources. This paper examines whether, how and why
foreign investment in China utilizing Taiwanese resources is effective.
This paper is composed chiefly of two parts: the first part addresses the current trends of
foreign direct investment in China, the sharp increase of Japanese investments in China utilizing
Taiwanese resources, and the pros and cons of these investments, while the second part
addresses three case studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of utilizing Taiwanese resources
in case of foreign direct investment in China. This paper especially attempts to verify that this
effectiveness is not only for Japanese and/or manufacturing but also for Western and/or service
industries.
Thesis Advisor : Donald R. Lessard
Title : Epoch Foundation Professor of International Management
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this research is to investigate whether, how and why foreign
investment in China utilizing Taiwanese resources is effective. Many Japanese companies,
as well as Western companies, employing Taiwanese companies as partners are entering
the Chinese market. While many articles have indicated this effectiveness of Japanese
companies' investment in China, little is known about Western companies. To this end, this
research initially addresses the current trends of foreign direct investment (FDI) in China,
focusing on FDI from the US and Japan. Moreover, it is important to note the active
investment by Taiwanese companies and their large presence in China to understand the
effectiveness of utilizing Taiwanese resources in China.
Secondly, this research addresses the sharp increase of Japanese investment in China
utilizing Taiwanese resources (JCT), especially since 2000. The issue of this sharp
increase of JCT is not irrelevant to either China's merge with the World Trade Organization
(WTO) or the rapid business expansion of the main Japanese automobile companies in
China.
Thirdly, focusing on Japanese companies, this research addresses many
advantages and some disadvantages of JCT, based on our interviews and the
questionnaire survey by the Japan-China Investment Promotion Organization, and
shedding light upon the "competitive edge of managerial resources" of Taiwanese
companies and Taiwanese subsidiaries in the context of China-bound investments. What
are the advantages of JCT in comparison to investment in China on an independent basis
by a Japanese company? It follows from this that these advantages and disadvantages
might not be unique for JCT, but are common for those Western companies' investment in
China that is utilizing Taiwanese resources.
Lastly, to examine the effectiveness of utilizing Taiwanese resources in the case of
FDI in China, this research addresses three case studies:
* The automobile and automobile-related industry in China;
* The food and beverage manufacturing industry in China; and
* The retail Industry in China.
The result of these case studies shows the practical advantages of utilizing
Taiwanese resources for not only Japanese but also for Western FDI in China.
2 The Current Trends of Foreign Direct Investments in China
This chapter traces the pattern of US and Japanese FDI in China with special
emphasis on the role of Japanese companies. Overall, Japanese FDI in China has grown
much less than that of the US. Further, Japanese FDI was focused on China as a
manufacturing platform rather than as a market until very recently. Recently, though,
Japanese companies appear to be catching up in this area, and in many cases they have
partnered with Taiwanese companies.
2.1 US and Japanese FDI in China
According to the US Department of Commerce's "US Direct Investment Position
Abroad on a Historical-cost Basis", FDI in China from the US grew 24 times from 1989 to
2001 because of a huge expansion of investment after the mid-1990s. Above all, it should
be noted that after 1998, the growth rate of the US has been far more than the world's
average FDI growth rate.
On the other hand, according to the Ministry of Finance, Japan decreased FDI in
China from 1995 to 1999 because of its weak domestic economy and the currency collapse
in Asia. Therefore, FDI in China from Japan in 2001 was only 3 times that of 1989, far
below the world's FDI average growth rate. (Chart 1)
Chart 1: FDI in China from US and Japan, comparison to whole FDI in China
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2.2 The different strategies between US and Japanese FDI in China
As a result of their aggressive FDI in China, the share of sales of the US subsidiaries in
China gross domestic product (GDP) increased from 0.8% in 1995 to 3.3% in 2002. The
characteristics of FDI in China by the US companies are as follows:
(1) Approximately 60 % is manufacturing companies in 2002
* Computer and peripheral appliances 18%
* Chemicals 12%
* Automobile and auto parts 7%
* Electrical and electronic appliances 6%;
(2) According to statistics of the US Department of Commerce, from 1982 to 1991 the
total profit of all US subsidiaries in China continued to record deficits, which means
they had a long anticipatory investment period in China; and
(3) Utilizing their antecessor position in China, US companies have increasingly
addressed the Chinese domestic market development rather than utilizing China as
a low cost manufacturing base. (Chart 2)
On the other hand, looking at FDI in China by Japanese companies until the mid-
1990s, in most cases, the main purpose was to replace Japan's manufacturing base by
utilizing cheaper Chinese labor forces.
After 2000, even for such Japanese companies, how to develop the huge Chinese
market has become big a challenge; many Japanese companies have started marketing
studies of the Chinese domestic market. However, compared to US companies, which
have been at it a little longer than Japanese companies, Japanese FDI in China, as
relatively new, seems to be occasional rather than to surround the entire Chinese market.
Chart 2: Immediate priority of US subsidiary
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2.3 Active investment in China by Taiwanese companies
Taiwanese companies do, in fact, have a large presence in the Chinese economy.
According to the statistics on inward foreign direct investment of China's Ministry of
Commerce, the amount of direct investment from Taiwan (on an actually-used basis)
totaled $35.2 billion as of the end of June 2003, fourth after Hong Kong, the US and Japan.
(Chart 3) However, these statistics underestimate the actual volume of investment in
China by Taiwanese companies.
Chart 3: Inward foreign direct investment of China (actually-used basis)
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As yet, there are no investment protection agreements between Taiwan and China,
given the ongoing political tensions regarding the unification and independence of Taiwan.
Moreover, the Taiwanese authorities are unable to establish local agencies empowered to
protect their companies in China. Thus, up until July 2002, authorities required Taiwanese
companies to channel their investments into China via a third country and region. To
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protect their interests, Taiwanese companies have made a choice thus far to invest in
China through a third country and region such as the British Virgin Islands, Hong Kong and
Singapore. The Ministry of Commerce statistics in China do not provide a full account of
investments by Taiwanese companies through a third country and region.
According to the publication Fortuna China Monthly which includes the indirect
investment from Taiwan, China-bound investment (on an actually-used basis) by
Taiwanese companies totaled $77.4 billion as of the end of June 2003. This is second
only to Hong Kong ($215.4 billion) and surpasses by far the amount of investment by the
US ($42.2 billion) and Japan ($39.1 billion). The whole amount of investment in China by
Taiwanese companies is surprising even when taking into consideration cases in which
Japanese and the US companies invest in China via a third country and region such as
Hong Kong.
2.4 The large share of Taiwanese companies in Chinese industrial production and
exports
The combination of Hong Kong, Taiwanese and Macanese companies in Chinese
value-added industrial production is 11.1% as of 2003. Since the industrial sector
constitutes a larger proportion of the economy in Taiwan in comparison to Hong Kong and
Macao, which in turn affects the composition of China-bound investments, the percentage
of Taiwanese companies in Chinese value-added industrial production would be slightly
below 10%. And the presence of Taiwanese companies is in fact strongly felt among
Japanese subsidiaries and affiliates in China (Chart 4).
Chart 4: Results of questionnaire survey on major competitors for Japanese
subsidiary and affiliates in China
Products of local Chinese companies
Products of Taiwanese affiliates in China
Products of Japanese affiliates in China
Inports from Japan
Imports from the EU
Products of European affiliate in China
Products of US affiliates in China
Imports from South Korea
Products from S. Korean affiliates in China
Imports from Taiwan
Products of HK affiliates in China
Imports from the US
Products of other foreign affiliates in China
Imports from ASEAN
Imports from HK
Notes: The questionnaires provide multiple responses toward Japanese subsidiaries and affiliates in the
municipality of Shanghai and neighboring cities (effective responses: 183 companies). The
respondents are limited to those companies whose products do not have a dominant share in the
Chinese markets (effective responses: 139 companies). Time period of survey : June 2002.
Source: Japan External Organization, Economic Information Department. [2002b]. p. 23.
Taiwanese companies pose a formidable presence in Chinese information
technology (IT) appliance manufacturers. Taiwanese manufacturers of IT appliances have
shifted their production bases to China, raising the percentage of production in China from
22.8% in 1997 to 63.3% in 2003, surpassing the percentage of output in Taiwan (20.9%).
In 2003, the amount of production in China by Taiwanese IT appliance makers reached
$36 billion. In the same year, the amount of IT appliances manufactured in China totaled
$49.1 billion, meaning that 79.1% of this sum was manufactured by Taiwanese IT
appliance makers. While China ranks second in the world following the US in terms of the
production of IT appliances, it would not be an exaggeration to say that Taiwanese
companies are providing the driving force. Taiwanese companies in China also make up a
large proportion of Chinese total exports. In a list of the top 200 foreign exporters in the
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year 2004 released by China's Ministry of Commerce, there were 25 Taiwanese
companies including the 4 companies among the top 10 held by: (Chart 5)
(1) Hongfujin Precision Industry (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.;
(2) Tech Front (Shanghai) Computer Co., Ltd.;
(5) Main Tech Computer (Suzhou) Co., Ltd.; and
(8) Top Victory Electronics (Fujian) Co., Ltd.
As previously shown, Taiwanese companies are actively involved in manufacturing
activities in China, making them significant targets for Japanese companies. This makes
JCT all the more effective in targeting Taiwanese companies in China. In fact, results of
questionnaire surveys reveal many cases in which Japanese companies tapping the
Chinese market in the form of JCT Investment sell IT-related parts and automobile parts
not only to Japanese companies in China but also to Taiwanese companies in China.
Chart 5: Top 50 Export Companies in China (2004)
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3 The Sharp Increase of Japanese Investments in China Utilizing
Taiwanese Resources
This chapter examines Japanese investment in China utilizing Taiwanese resources
(JCT) in order to understand its current trend and historical background. It is clear that JCT
has sharply increased since 2000, especially in the electronic appliance and automobile
industries. Moreover, there is some historical background between Japan and Taiwan,
which accelerates JCT and is very unique for them because of their long-standing relations.
3.1 Definition of JCT
Investment in China referred to in this paper as JCT may be classified broadly into the
four following categories in terms of the entity or vehicle utilized for investment:
(1) A Japan-Taiwan joint venture;
(2) A Taiwanese subsidiary of a Japanese company;
(3) A composite vehicle including both a Taiwanese company and a Taiwanese
subsidiary of a Japanese company as investing parties; and
(4) Japanese investment in China that has either alliance or licensing with a Taiwanese
company.
3.2 The total amount of JCT
According to the Mizuho Research Paper' by the Mizuho Research Institute, Ltd.
(MHRI), there are at least 249 cases of JCT during the period from 1989 to the end of June
2004. As a matter of course, the actual number of JCT is far larger than the number
ascertained in this research paper for the following reasons:
(1) Given the characteristics of the source material, the previous does not provide a
full account of JCT by small companies and joint ventures in which the Japanese
party is a minor investor; and
(2) Taiwanese companies were required to make investments in China via a third
country or region up until July 2002, which resulted in the establishment of
Japan-Taiwan joint ventures in third countries and regions.
However, MHRI says that it covers quite accurately the scope of JCT by medium-
sized and larger companies. According to the Toyo Keizai's Kaigai Shinshutsu Kigyou
Soran (Japanese Overseas Investment), which was a main source of MHRI's research,
there were 3,476 overseas affiliates of Japanese companies in China as of the end of
November 2003. Taking this number as the parameter, the percentage of overseas
affiliates in China established in the course of JCT would be approximately 7%. As shown
above, a considerable number of overseas affiliates of Japanese comianies in China were
established by JCT.
3.3 The sharp rise of JCT since 2000
In contrast to a mere 107 cases of JCT Investment during the 11-year period from
1989 to 1999, there were 142 cases during the four and a half-year period from 2000 to
the end of June 2004 (Chart 6). This shows a sharp rise of JCT Investment in recent
years.
Chart 6: The number of JCT cases by industrial sector and timer period)
(Cases)
Inu a s
Electric and electronic appliances
Automobiles and auto parts
Machinery
Chemicals
Food and beverages
Rubber and leather products
Textiles
Metal products
Precision instruments
Ceramic, stone and clay products
Miscellaneous manufacturing products
Iron and steel
Others
Total
11
16
12
8
8
11
4
4
3
1
4
2
107
Source: Complied by MHRI on the basis of various data and material.
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3.3.1 Electrical and electronic appliance industry
In terms of industrial sectors, the main driver of JCT by Japanese companies is the
electric and electronic appliance industry. There were 55 cases during the period from 1989
to the end of June 2004. The characteristics of this industry are as follows:
(1) The major part of investment in the 1990s was comprised of relatively low-
technology household electric appliances and information technology (IT)-
related parts and components;
(2) The bulk has shifted to investment in higher technology IT-related parts and
components from 2000;
(3) There are scattered examples of investment in automobile-related electric and
electronic parts and components (lights and batteries etc.); and
(4) JCT for the purpose of IT-related product assembly is very rare. The common
practice is a division of labor where Japanese companies place orders for
OEM/ODM services with Taiwanese companies, which in turn manufacture and
deliver products utilizing Taiwanese factories in China.
This is due to the product characteristics of computers and peripheral appliances.
Not only Japanese but also Western companies tend to opt for consignment production by
Taiwanese companies in order to avoid the costs and risks accompanying direct investment.
This could be the underlying reason for the extremely small number of JCT Investment for
the purpose of assembly of computers and peripheral appliances.
3.3.2 The automobile and auto parts industry
The second largest sector in terms of JCT Investment following the electric and
electronic appliance industry is the automobile and auto parts industry. Moreover, the
rapid expansion of JCT in the automobile and auto parts industry from around the year
2000 makes it a close runner up to the electric and electronic appliance industry. This
stems from the full-fledged market entry and the launch of new models by Japanese and
Taiwanese automobile manufacturers into China from around the year 2000. For example,
China Motor Corporation of Taiwan, an affiliate of Mitsubishi Motors, merged with South
East (Fujian) Motor Co., Ltd. of China in 1999. Subsequently in 2000, the Aeolus Motor
Co., Ltd. was established through a joint venture between Yulon Motor Co., Ltd, of Taiwan,
an affiliate of Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. and Dongfeng Motor Co., Ltd. of China. These
ventures themselves are typical examples of JCT. In addition, Japanese automobile
manufacturers have been expanding and upgrading their production sites in China from
around 2002.
Following the trend among set makers, Japanese auto parts manufacturers are
speeding up their investment activity in China in business ventures with Taiwanese
subsidiaries of Japanese companies or Taiwanese business associates of Japanese
companies. Unlike computers and peripheral appliances, automobiles are characterized
by their "closed-integral architecture". In the case of passenger vehicles, only 10% use
general-purpose parts of uniform industrial standards for both the vehicle and interface (in
contrast to more than 30% in the case of household electric appliances and more than
50% in the case of personal computers). Furthermore, it is said that up to 60-80% of parts
of new car models are comprised of parts made exclusively for such new models 2. Given
the necessity for rigorous approximation and adjustment in their planning and manufacture,
companies tend to resort to direct investment instead of OEM/ODM services as in the case
of computers and peripherals.
3.3.3 Food and beverage manufacturing industry
The food and beverage industry is also an industrial sector where we found a large
number of cases of JCT (16 cases). More specifically, many are joint ventures with the
Tingsin Group and the Uni-President Group, both of which are Taiwanese corporate
groups that made a head start in the Chinese market around 1990, ahead of other foreign
companies. Both groups have a dominant presence in the Chinese food and beverage
market and possess extensive distribution networks in China. Japanese companies are
forming joint ventures with Taiwanese foodstuff manufacturers -- the representative
examples being the two groups above --to utilize their know-how and distribution networks
in order to tap the Chinese market.
3.4 The historical background of JCT
As shown above, a considerable number of Japanese companies are actively
utilizing the managerial resources of Taiwanese companies and/or the Taiwanese
subsidiaries of Japanese companies. Among the various underlying factors, the long
history of economic ties between Japan and Taiwan may be cited as an important basis for
JCT.
Since the end of World War II, Taiwan has played an important role as a major
manufacturing base for Japanese companies trying to shift their manufacturing bases
overseas. Mainly there are four waves, as follows.
The first wave
Investment in Taiwan by Japanese companies after World War II started in 1952, the
year after the Japanese government authorized outward direct foreign investment and the
year in which the Taiwanese authorities opened its doors to the inflow of foreign direct
investment.
The second wave
The period from the late 1960s to the early 1970s generated a Taiwan investment
boom among Japanese companies, mainly among labor-intensive industries and the
electric and electronic appliance industries amid the rise of production costs in Japan and
the sharp appreciation of the yen.
The third wave
From around the mid-1980s, the appreciation of the yen following the Plaza Accord
led to the rise of investment in Taiwan among industries such as electric and electronic
appliances and precision instruments. Furthermore, the Taiwanese authorities'
deregulation of investment by foreign automobile manufacturers spurred the entry of both
set makers and parts makers into the Taiwanese market.
The fourth wave
In the ensuing period in the mid-1990s and around the year 2000, the strength of
the yen has triggered a resurgence of investment in Taiwan.
Thus, as of the end of November 2003, there were 888 affiliates established in
Taiwan by middle-sized or larger Japanese companies. In numerical terms, this ranks
sixth place in the world after China, the US, Thailand, Hong Kong and Singapore,
underscoring the importance of Taiwan in the global strategy of Japanese companies in
the division of labor. (Chart 7)
Chart 7: The number of the Japanese subsidiaries represented country by country
Ranking Country or region The: number: of subsidiaries
1 China 4,040
2 US 3,554
3 Thailand 1,507
4 Hong Kong 1,120
5 Singapore 1,065
7 Great Britain 839
8 Malaysia 803
9 Indonesia 697
10 Korea 634
Total number of Japanese subsidiaries 20,563
Note: Japanese subsidiaries with over 10% share.
Source: "Kaigai Shinshutsu Kigyo Soran" by Toyo Keizai Shinposha
Japan has also played an active role in technological licensing to Taiwanese
companies. Japan's Asia-bound technology export in terms of geographic regions shows
that Taiwan has consistently held the top four positions from the early 1970s to the present.
Driven by direct investment and technological licensing activity, trade between Japan and
Taiwan has also grown, with the percentage of trade with Taiwan in Japan's total trade
figure (mainly exports to Taiwan) following an upward curve. As of the year 2003, Taiwan
is the fourth largest trade partner for Japan (percentage of total trade: 5.3%).
Companies of Japan and Taiwan have built relations of mutual trust and confidence
through close economic and business relations. Furthermore, the Taiwanese subsidiaries
of Japanese companies have also contributed to the increase of Taiwanese employees
gaining knowledge of Japanese corporate culture, know-how and technological expertise.
There is no doubt that this has served as a fertile ground for the growth of JCT. The long
history of economic and business relations between Japan and Taiwan has helped nurture
JCT in the electric and electronic appliance and the automobile and auto parts industries -
both of which have a history of active investment and technological exports to Taiwan.
4 The Pros and Cons of JCT
This chapter examines the pros and cons of JCT and based on these, seeks to
understand the circumstances when JCT is most (or least) attractive relative to "go it
alone" investment in China by a Japanese company. This analysis is based mostly on a
questionnaire survey of 61 Japanese companies that have invested in China by the
Nomura Research Institute Taipei Branch and individual interviews to several Japanese
parent companies, their Taiwanese subsidiaries, their Chinese subsidiaries and their
Taiwanese partners.
4.1 The pros3
The long-standing relations between Japan and Taiwan alone are insufficient to
explain the direct cause for JCT. A foreign company comes across various handicaps
when investing directly in foreign countries. For example, foreign companies in general
are at a comparative disadvantage to local companies in terms of their access to and
interpretation of information on the local business/economic environment, language, laws
and political affairs. In order to succeed in foreign direct investment, a foreign company
must have a "competitive edge in managerial resources" surpassing their handicaps.
From the foregoing perspective, JCT may be construed as an attempt to supplement
one's own "managerial resources" by utilizing the managerial resources of either its
Taiwanese subsidiary or business partner. Then, what are the advantages of JCT in
comparison to investment in China on an independent basis by a Japanese company?
The following sections will locate the advantages of JCT, shedding light upon the
"competitive edge of managerial resources" of Taiwanese companies and Taiwanese
subsidiaries in the context of China-bound investments.
4.1.1 Support toward market expanding into China from Taiwan
Among the various motives, one of the primary incentives for companies to invest in
China in the form of JCT is the assistance of Taiwanese companies or subsidiaries in
Taiwan wishing to expand into the Chinese market. In this respect, it is beyond doubt that
investment in China utilizing Taiwanese subsidiaries provides a far smoother way of doing
business in comparison with the case of investment on an independent basis by the
Japanese parent company. The access and utilization of personal relations, customer
information and existing supply chains built by Taiwanese subsidiaries through their
transactions with clients must be very helpful for JCT.
4.1.2 Facilitation of the establishment and operations of Chinese subsidiaries
JCT provides investors with the advantages of facilitating the establishment and
operations of Chinese affiliates through the utilization of the Taiwanese employees of the
Taiwanese subsidiary or Taiwanese business partner.
* Language and cultural barriers
Chart 8 provides a brief list of the major problems faced by Japanese companies
investing in China regarding their operations of Chinese affiliates. The Chart reveals that
the major issues center on personnel and labor management, relations with government
agencies and legal/policy affairs. Close communications with local employees and local
government parties are necessary in order to mitigate or solve these problems. However,
the differences in language, culture and behavioral patterns serve as barriers to resolve
the problems. In fact, in a questionnaire survey by the Economic Information Department
of the Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO), 34.6% of Japanese companies
considering market entry into China said that they "lack in-house human resources who
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are competent in terms of language abilities"5 . Furthermore, in a questionnaire survey of
Japanese manufacturers expanding into China conducted by the Ministry of Economy
Trade and Industry in February 2004, 41.8% of the respondents cited difficulties in
communication as the current challenge in business operations in China.
Chart 8: Difficulties faced by Japanese companies investing in China
(%)
Rates ofDifficulty Rates ofresponse
Personal and labor management 91.2
Training (1.managing-level, 2. worker-level, 3. sales staff) 85.0
Recruitment & retention
1. difficulties in recruitment of professionals 82.5
2. headhunting and job-hopping
Compensation systems (1. evaluation system, 2. compensation structure) 78.2
Benefit package & housing (1. burden to expenses, 2. undeveloped framework) 71.2
Relations with labor unions 16.4
Relations with government organs and agencies 83.8
Uncertainty (sudden changes & implementation, ambiguous 72.7grounds)
Implementation
of laws and Unfair (different treatment of different companies and 53.9
policy measures regions)
Irrational (arbitrary implementation) 24.6
Licensing Cumbersome and complicated procedures 69.3
procedures Uncertain standards 49.2
Difficulties regarding laws and policies 77.6
Customs matters 55.7
Tax matters 51.0
Foreign currency controls 36.9
Restrictions upon foreign corporations (management scope and authorization 20.5procedures)
Labor issues 18.1
Sales and marketing 69.3
Difficulties in debt collection 52.8
Sluggish sales 34.7
Others 21.1
Note: Multiple answers (as of December 2001). Time period of questionnaire survey: Apr.-July 2002.
Number of responding firms: 403
Source: Japan-China Investment Promotion Organization [20021, pp. 7-8.
* The mitigation of problems in communications with Chinese employees and
Chinese government officials
One of the significant advantages of JCT for a Japanese company is the utilization
of the Taiwanese employees of Taiwanese subsidiaries or its Taiwanese business partner
with a good understanding of Chinese culture and language as well as manufacturing
technology and production management. In fact, many of the Japanese companies opting
for JCT are utilizing these personnel as "linguistic, cultural and technological translators",
placing them in operational positions requiring daily contact with Chinese employees and
local government staff. In many cases, the Taiwanese employees of Taiwanese
subsidiaries and Taiwanese business partners play important roles in as follows:
(1) The establishment of Chinese affiliates which require consultation and
negotiations with various government agencies;
(2) Labor matters and personnel management after the establishment of a Chinese
affiliate;
(3) Production management; and
(4) Negotiations with government agencies in matters such as customs.
4.1.3 Facilitation of business operations targeting Taiwanese affiliates in China
Furthermore, the utilization of the Taiwanese employees of Taiwanese subsidiaries
and Taiwanese business partners serves to facilitate market expansion targeting
Taiwanese companies in China. In addition to smooth communications between the
Taiwanese, this stems from the utilization of the local network of Taiwanese companies
and residents.
4.1.4 Advantages in cultivating the Chinese domestic market
Amid the growing magnetism of the Chinese market backed by the country's
ongoing strong economic growth, more and more Japanese companies are utilizing the
Taiwanese employees of its Taiwanese subsidiaries and the human resources of its
Taiwanese business partners in cultivating the Chinese market. Clearly, Taiwanese high
skills in communication with the Chinese are compelling firms to resort to such strategies.
Moreover, a considerable number of Japanese companies are choosing joint
venture partners from among Taiwanese companies that possess distribution networks in
China and have a proven record in the cultivation of China's domestic market. In
comparison to the independent development of distribution routes, this provides a far more
cost and time efficient method and a quicker path to permeate the Chinese market.
Typical examples are "Japan-Taiwan joint venture investments in China" in the food and
beverage sector to be hereinafter described. Japanese companies are utilizing the
distribution networks built in China by Taiwanese companies in sectors other than food
and beverages. For example, there are cases where Taiwanese trading companies
undertaking China-bound exports of products manufactured by Japanese makers are
entering into joint ventures in China with the Japanese maker manufacturing those
products. The primary motivation for Japanese companies is to use the distribution
networks which the Taiwanese trading companies possess in China.
4.1.5 Chinese information networks of Taiwanese companies
As shown by the results of the questionnaire survey in Chart 8, many of the
Japanese companies possessing Chinese affiliates are faced with problems such as the
opacity, inequality and irrationality of laws and policy management. To avoid or resolve
these problems, it is necessary to secure local routes and sources for the prompt and
accurate collection of information. Japanese companies engaging in JCT are diversifying
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their information sources by actively gathering information through networks of local
Taiwanese companies. For example, in the case of investment in the form of "Japan-
Taiwan joint ventures", information is gathered through the Taiwanese joint venture partner.
In the case of investment utilizing Taiwanese subsidiaries, information is collected through
Taiwanese corporate associations and networks among Taiwanese employees.
Taiwanese companies have established as many as 78 Taiwanese corporate associations
in 23 of the 31 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions of China. Many of these
19 corporate associations maintain close relations with local government authorities.
Furthermore, Taiwanese companies in many cases take a far more outgoing stance in
tackling new business opportunities in comparison to Japanese companies. Thus, given
the widespread notion that Taiwanese corporate associations have access to up-to-date
information, there are Chinese sub-subsidiaries (wholly-owned subsidiaries of Taiwanese
subsidiaries) established through wholly-owned Taiwanese subsidiaries of Japanese
companies that place great emphasis upon information obtained by joining Taiwanese
corporate associations in China.
4.1.6 The utilization of Taiwanese industrial clusters in China
In the case of "Japan-Taiwan joint venture investment in China", many Japanese
companies actively utilize the industrial clusters of Taiwanese companies in China.
Taiwanese companies are developing industrial clusters in sectors such as IT-related
appliances, plastic products, metal products, shoes, umbrellas and furniture in the
Southern China region and the Yangtze River delta area. Industrial clusters of Taiwanese
companies are characterized by the formation of networks composed of companies
specializing in certain areas or products such as modules or parts thus enabling a division
of labor in manufacturing. Furthermore, the high level of flexibility in the division of labor
makes it possible to manufacture inexpensive products in a speedy manner matching
market trends by changing the combination of companies. Examples of the utilization of
Taiwanese industrial clusters through JCT are as follows:
(1) There are companies that opt for "Japan-Taiwan joint venture investment in China" in
a bid to utilize the routes developed by Taiwanese companies to procure parts in
China 6; and
(2) There are cases where Japanese companies enter into joint venture partnerships with
major Taiwanese companies, thereby incorporating themselves into the industrial
clusters of those Taiwanese companies in China in order to
* Reduce uncertainties regarding incoming orders
* Avoid excessive capital investment through the consignment of orders to
Taiwanese colleagues during busy seasons, and
* Receive support by Taiwanese business partners in terms of plant and factory
management 7.
4.2 The advantages of JCT from the perspective of Taiwanese companies.
The advantages of JCT are not only for Japanese companies but also for Taiwanese
partners as well. These win-win relations for both Japanese companies and Taiwanese
companies lead the sharp increase of JCT.
The primary reason for Taiwanese companies to opt for "investment in China utilizing
Japanese resources" is the high technological level and branding power of Japanese
companies. Despite their expansion into China for cost-cutting purposes, many Taiwanese
companies have failed to differentiate themselves from others and are finding themselves
embroiled in price wars and facing lower-than-expected profit levels.
Therefore, many Taiwanese companies invest in China through Japan - Taiwan joint
ventures to differentiate themselves from other companies by taking advantage of the
technological and branding powers of Japanese companies or to gain technological and
quality control techniques and methods.
Secondly, Taiwanese companies also expect to take advantage of distribution
networks and export channels of Japanese companies in China, much in the same way that
Japanese companies engaging in JCT look forward to the expansion of sales.
The third advantage is the bargaining power of Japanese companies -- particularly
large companies -- toward Chinese central and local governments. While questionnaire
surveys reveal that the Taiwanese party is, in most cases, in charge of daily relations with
local governments, the Japanese party may in fact assume the central role in negotiations in
areas of stringent government regulations on industrial policy and in cases requiring
licenses and approvals by the Central Government. Furthermore, in view of the political
tensions between China and Taiwan, there are some who contend that the Taiwanese party
enjoys the benefit of avoiding political risks when expanding into China by forming joint
ventures with Japanese companies8. However, these advantages were never stressed in
the course of surveys and research9. Even if such expectations did indeed exist, they did
not comprise the main motivation for joint ventures with Japanese companies.
4.3 The cons
While we have discussed the advantages of JCT Investment and the "competitive
edge of managerial resources" of Taiwanese companies and Japanese subsidiaries in
Taiwan, it is also true that there are disadvantages of JCT.
4.3.1 The costs necessary to bridge differences in views on managerial strategy
among investing parties
The first major disadvantage is the costs necessary to bridge the differences in
views on managerial strategy among the investing parties in comparison to investment on
an independent basis by the Japanese parent company. Note that this is not a problem
unique to JCT. It is also prevalent in other countries of Asia. The more local investors there
are, the more complicated it becomes to adjust views in comparison to investment on an
independent basis. As a matter of course, there would also be the necessity to bridge
differences in view between the Japanese parent company and its overseas subsidiaries. In
fact, a questionnaire survey conducted by the Overseas Research Department of JETRO in
2002 toward Japanese manufacturers in 11 countries and regions in Asia, the respondents
cited the following problems in connection with business reconstruction (Chart 9):
(1) Difficulties in bridging differences of views with the parent company in Japan;
(2) The ambiguity of policies regarding the division of labor among group
companies; and
(3) Difficulties in bridging differences in views with joint venture partners.
In questionnaire surveys conducted with companies engaged in JCT, the respondents
also cited as a disadvantage the necessity to coordinate views among joint venture partners,
the parent company in Japan, Taiwanese subsidiaries and other group affiliates in Asia.
Therefore, a Japanese company that decides to use JCT usually selects a Taiwanese
partner that has relations of both a long business relationship and mutual trust to minimize
the costs necessary to bridge the differences in views on managerial strategy among the
investing parties.
Chart 9: Difficulties related to business reconstruction
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4.3.1.1 The emergence of competitive relationships with other affiliates in China
An often-cited case is the emergence of a competitive relationship among the
Chinese affiliate established by JCT, parent company in Japan and other group affiliates in
China established by the Taiwanese partner, which in turn sparks a conflict of views. Amid
the maturation of both the Japanese and Taiwanese economies, there has been a sharp
increase of cases where the Japanese parent company, the Taiwanese partner and
Japanese affiliates in Taiwan establish a number of Chinese affiliates in view of the
importance of the Chinese market for new business developments. In the event there is a
competitive relationship among the affiliates in China, the possible alternatives would be as
follows:
* The consolidation of affiliates;
* The demarcation of "turfs" among affiliates; and
* The enhancement of competitiveness of affiliates through the toleration of
competition among affiliates.
Conflicts of opinion arise in deciding which alternative should be chosen. It is difficult
to conclude with any certainty which alternative is the best option because of the multitude
of factors involved such as product characteristics 1o, differences in major purchasers, the
existence and competitiveness of competitors and the performance of affiliates.
Nevertheless one certainty is that the rise of competition in the Chinese market creates the
necessity to adjust differences in strategy, making it more likely to trigger a conflict of views.
4.3.1.2 Conflicts regarding customer relations
As reiterated above, JCT has the advantages of utilizing both Japanese and
Taiwanese companies in China, maximizing scale economics and diversification of risks.
However, conflicts may arise regarding which client -- either that of the Japanese or
Taiwanese party -- should be accorded preferential treatment. Such conflicts tend to arise
in busy seasons when output falls short of accepted orders. Even in normal times, there
may be conflicts between the Japanese and Taiwanese parties regarding the allocation of
human resources to clients because of the limited number of employees. These problems
tend to arise in cases where the Japanese party and the Taiwanese party have supplied
merchandise to companies in their own corporate groups (keiretsu).
4.3.1.3 Completion of the learning process
When a joint venture party has absorbed all
joint venture partner, it may start to feel that the
outweighs the advantages of the business tie-up.
joint venture to the counter-party. This is, so to
process" through JCT. See old articles by Doz and
the technology and know-how from its
burden of coordinating differing views
It may then suggest dissolution of the
speak, "the completion of the learning
Prahaland on this subject.
4.3.1.4 Others
In other cases, changes in managers of the Taiwanese and Japanese parties and
employees dispatched to Taiwanese subsidiaries may make it difficult to coordinate views.
In contrast to the large number of Taiwanese companies being sole proprietorships --
meaning that large investments are frequently decided in top-down fashion -- large
investment decisions in Japanese companies are styled at the bottom and thus require
considerable time for feasibility studies. Such different speeds of decision-making
processes and different attitudes toward feasibility studies may trigger a conflict of views.
4.3.2 Conflict of views between the Japanese companies and the Taiwanese
companies ( including Japanese subsidiaries in Taiwan) over leadership
controls of Chinese operations
In the event that a Japanese company invests in China through a Taiwanese
subsidiary in which it has a majority stake, and the same Taiwanese subsidiary has a large
controlling share of the Chinese affiliate, the Japanese parent company may exercise a
relatively high level of control over the Chinese affiliate. In this respect, the costs necessary
to bridge differences in views are smaller than in Japan-Taiwan joint ventures. However,
note that clashes of opinion frequently occur regarding the degree of control over the
Chinese affiliate by the Taiwanese subsidiary. The delegation of management controls over
the Chinese affiliate from the Taiwanese subsidiary may accelerate the decision-making
processes and raise employee morale among Taiwanese employees. Precisely for these
reasons, there are cases where the investment ratio of the Taiwanese subsidiary is raised
above the Japanese parent company, thus affording the Taiwanese subsidiary a higher
level of control over the Chinese affiliate.
Meanwhile, from the perspective of the Japanese parent company, the foregoing may
serve as obstacles to the coordination of strategies with Chinese affiliates and other Asian
affiliates within the same corporate group. On the other hand, from the standpoint of
Taiwanese subsidiaries, the reduction of the Japanese party's stake in investment may
make it more difficult to obtain support because of a lower level of interest on the part of the
Japanese party. Nevertheless, the reinforcement of unified controls by the Japanese parent
company may drag down the decision-making process or serve to dampen the morale
among Taiwanese employees. The question of whether to localize management or pursue
unified controls by the parent company is a longstanding issue that defies a simplified
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solution. Even so, it is an unavoidable and challenging issue requiring careful consideration
when investing in JCT.
4.3.3 Efforts to minimize the costs for coordination of different views
As one way to minimize the costs for coordination of views, an overwhelming majority
of Japanese companies investing in the form of JCT choose their business partner from
Taiwanese companies with which they have built relations of mutual trust through
longstanding business relations and partnership. More specifically, they are choosing
business partners from among:
* Technological licensees;
* Consignees of manufacturing operations;
* Partners in establishment of joint venture companies in Taiwan;
* Distribution agents of its products in Taiwan and/or Taiwan-China trading
companies dealing with its products; and
* Companies owned by Taiwanese proprietors closely acquainted with chief
executives of Japanese companies.
By doing so, both parties are striving to minimize the costs necessary for the coordination of
opinions.
While it is relatively rare to have third parties act as mediators, there are cases where
either major Japanese trading companies (Mitsui, Mitsubishi Itochu and so on), or major
Japanese manufacturers, act as mediators. Given the rise of conflicts of interest with other
Chinese and Asian affiliates, some companies are providing safeguards by holding frequent
affiliate managers' meetings in a bid to coordinate and bridge differences in opinion. Other
measures to harmonize opinions is the installation of the managing director in charge of
China, Taiwan and Hong Kong in the position of zong jing ii, a position equivalent to
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corporate president of the affiliates in these regions, so that all information is channeled to
the aforementioned managing director.
5 Case Study of the Automobile and Automobile-Related Industry
First, this case study gives a general understanding of the automobile industry in China
and shows how the Chinese Government has historically opened its market to foreign investors.
Second, it shows how Japanese auto manufacturers --Toyota, Nissan and Mitsubishi
Motors - have successfully utilized their Taiwanese affiliates to expand their business in China,
despite the differences in their actual approaches.
5.1 The automobile industry in China
The automobile industry is one of the pillar industries that the Chinese Government aims
to develop in future. Chinese automobile manufacturers produced 4.4 million vehicles of all
types in 2003, and that number was almost 2.5 times than 1999 (1.8 million). Moreover, the
production of passenger vehicles especially indicates the remarkably increasing rate. Chinese
passenger automobile manufactures produced 2.2 million vehicles in 2003, and that number
was almost 4 times of 1999's production level. (Chart 10)
Chart 10: Annual automobile production in China
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Sources: Chugoku no Jidosha Sangyo" (Chinese Automobile Industry) and Chinese dragon
Now China has drastically expanded the market scale of its automobile industry, and has
become the fourth largest next to the US, Japan and Germany for mainly the following
reasons:
(1) The decline in automobile price due to the decline in tariff after joining WTO and the
reduction of tax and fee for purchasers of vehicles (Chart 11);
(2) The number of households with annual income high enough to buy a family car is
rapidly increasing, especially in the East coast area of China (Shanghai, Beijing); and
(3) The introduction of new sales techniques to purchase vehicles, for example the
development of car dealer networks and auto-loan systems.
Chart 11: The influence of the accession to WTO on the automobile industry in China.
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5.2 The short history of the automobile industry in China for foreign investment
Before addressing individual foreign investment, it is useful to understand the history
of the automobile industry in China. China started to wrestle with issues of reform and
openness in the end of 1978 when the number of automobile production was 150 thousand
per year, including just 5 thousand passenger vehicles. The main characteristics at the
time were:
* A commercial vehicle ( Bus and Truck) - based industry and
* A municipal government - based industry.
(There were 55 automobile manufactures for just 150 thousand production units.)
In the early 1980s, major multi-national automobile producers established their
representative offices in Beijing, being interested in the internationalization of the Chinese
automobile industry. However, most of them withdrew their offices soon, judging the
Chinese market as premature. In such difficult circumstances, only Volkswagen
established Shanghai VW in 1984, while initiating its production of "Santana" in 1985.
Since 1992, the Chinese market had drastically changed and the major players had
started to seek re-entry into this huge market. However, the Chinese Central Government
brought its so - called "three big, three small, two mini" framework to them, when
automobile production was 500 thousand per year, with 120 car manufactures. The "three
big, three small, two mini" framework attempted to integrate Chinese domestic automobile
manufactures into eight major manufacturers to cultivate an internationally competitive
automobile industry in China. Above all, for each company of eight, one foreign maker was
chosen to support them to achieve the aforementioned goal. (Chart 12) Until the late
1990s, this framework had been treated as an extremely high barrier for the multi-national
automobile manufactures that were not selected as partners.
Chart 12: "Three big, three small and two mini" framework
Joint venture in China Foreign Partner
FAW-Volkswagen Volkswagen
THREE BIG Shanghai Volkswagen Volkswagen
Shenlong - Citroen Citroen
Beijing Jeep Chrysler
THREE SMALL Guangzhou Peugeot Peugeot
Tianjin FAW Xiali Daihatsu
Chang-an Suzuki Suzuki
TWO MINI
China National Guizhou Aviation Subaru
Source: Mizuho Research Institute, "Kakudai suru Chugoku Jidosha Shijo"
Since Shanghai Motor Co., Ltd. had been successful in its joint venture with VW, it
planned a new project to expand its passenger vehicle's production volume in Shanghai. In
1998, the Chinese Government selected General Motors as Shanghai Motor's partner, not
its familiar partner, VW, and BUICK was released in the end of 1998. Meanwhile, one of
the foreign partners of "three small", Peugeot, decided to withdraw from the Chinese market,
Honda then took over Peugeot's business and brought "Accord" to the market. The "three
big, three small and two mini" framework gradually fell into disuse. Perhaps Chinese
Central Government changed its policy because it understood the benefits of opening its
automobile market to major foreign players and of involving them in the development of the
Chinese automobile industry.
Chart 13: Globalization of the automobile industry in China
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* 1980s: The automobile industry is not yet mature in China.
* 1990s: The Central Government of China adopts the "three big, three small and two mini"
framework, which brings high regulation barriers for FDI in China.
* After 2000: China opens its automobile market for major foreign players.
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5.3 The main foreign automobile manufacturers
5.3.1 Volkswagen
Volkswagen is the first foreign automobile manufacturer to cooperate with Chinese
partners, which gave it plenty of time to plan production and the largest market share.
Shanghai VW was set up in 1985 and FAW-VW in 1991, the two strongest partners in
China. Since then the two ventures have recorded an annual sales of more than 300,000
vehicles, keeping the largest share in the Chinese passenger automobile market. However,
the VW group has decreased its market share with a run from over 60% in 1996 to 40% in
2002, 33% in 2003 and 24% in the first half of 2004. This trend might be continued until
2010 since many multi-national automobile manufactures are spurring its production
capacities now.
5.3.2 General Motors
The world's biggest automobile manufacturer -- General Motors -- has since 1989
invested some US$ 2,000 million in China to set up seven joint ventures and two wholly
owned foreign enterprises, including: Shanghai GM Motor Co., Ltd.; Pan Asia Technical
Automotive Center; SAIC-GM-Wuling Automobile Co., Ltd.; Shanghai GM (Shenyang)
Norsom Motors Co., Ltd.; Shenyang Gold Cup GM; and GM (China) Investment Corp. By
now GM has successfully brought a series of its products into China, including deluxe
models of Buick, Chevrolet and Pickup vehicles. Shanghai GM, the main automobile
manufacturing base for GM in China, has embarked on a plant expansion, increasing its
annual production capacity to 450,000 vehicles to turn Shanghai GM into its production
base in Asia.
5.3.3 PSA Peugeot Citroen
PSA Peugeot Citroen began to enter the Chinese market in the late 1980s. Its
sedan project in Guangzhou, for various reasons, only yielded 100,000 vehicles in 10 years
of cooperation. Eventually withdrawing its funds resulted in the total failure of the vehicle
project and in leaving success to its substitute, Honda (Guangzhou Honda). Its Shenlong-
Citrodn also experienced many setbacks and missed many opportunities for development,
spending ten full years completing the process from confirmation to operation of the project.
On the Shenlong project, Chinese and French parties seemed to experience difficulties in
project funding, production scale, product introduction, models choice and market
strategies.
5.3.4 Toyota
There is a well-known tale about Toyota's long lasting pain in the 1990s in China.
The Chinese Central Government never allowed Toyota to re-enter the Chinese market
because of its memory of Toyota's departure from their market in the 1980s. Even though
"Xiali", co-produced by Daihatsu under the Toyota group and Tianjin Auto Group"1 , has long
dominated the Chinese taxi market as a "three small", it was in 2002 that Toyota finally
refined its vehicle production plan, a schedule lagging far behind its European and US
counterparts.
Toyota has utilized its Taiwanese arms very effectively. In Taiwan, Toyota already
has two very powerful affiliates. One is Kouzui Motor, a top Taiwanese automobile
manufacturer with a 27% market share, while Toyota and its Hino subsidiary own a 57%
share of Kouzui Motor. The other is Ho-tai Motor Group, not only the sole agent of Toyota's
dealer network in Taiwan, but also a joint venture partner of Kouzui Motor, having a long
and good relationship with Toyota.
In 2002 when Toyota entered full-fledged automobile production in China for the
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first time (under the name of Toyota), it started its production from a compact car "Vios",
whose body was designed by Kouzui Motor. Now, Kouzui Motor supplies not only over 30
kinds of automobile parts, but also many engineers to Tianjin FAW-Toyota Automobile Co.,
Ltd. Ho.-tai Motor also plays an important role for Toyota in China. After 1995, it
established several trading companies, car service companies and domestic dealers to
support Toyota's expansion in China.
5.3.5 Honda
Honda always has invested in overseas markets based on its world-renowned
motorbike industry, and the Chinese market was no exception in that point. Since its first
technological support to the domestic Chinese manufacturers in 1982, Honda's motorcycle
engine technology has earned it an important position in the Chinese motorbike market.
As for the four-wheel vehicle, Honda established Guangzhou Honda Automobile Ltd.
in 1998, a joint venture with Guangzhou Automobile Group, with 50:50 investment
proportions for a period of 30 years. Guangzhou Honda started its automobile production
from "Accord" by taking over both Renault's business and Peugeot's factory. Moreover, to
expand its market share by increasing the types of vehicle in the Chinese market, Honda
established the new joint venture with Dongfeng Automobile Company (= Dongfeng Honda
Automobile Co., Ltd.) with each holding an equity interest of 50%.
5.3.6 Nissan
As the second biggest Japanese auto group, Nissan was quite slow in its market
expansion in China. It joined hands with Zhenghou Light Vehicle Factory in 1993 to
manufacture a Pickup, but output remained low. As far as a passenger vehicle, Nissan
starts from technical support to Aeolus Motor Co., Ltd., which was established as a joint
venture invested in by Dong Feng Motor Corp. (60%) and Taiwan Yulon Motor 12 (40%).
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Aeolus Motor Co., Ltd. started the production of "Bluebird" that is the original brand name of
Nissan.
In 2003, Nissan and Yulon Motor made a co-announcement, which showed Yulon
Motor split to two independent companies; one is Yulon Motor Co., Ltd. and the other is
Yulon-Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. Yulon-Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. was in charge of both the
management of the Nissan brand in Taiwan and the parts of R&D activity for Taiwan, China
and ASEAN market, on which Nissan invested 40% of shares. In June 2003, Dong Feng
Motor Co., Ltd. (DFL) was established as a result of strategic cooperation between Nissan
and Dong Feng Motor Corp. (DFC), merging Aeolus Motor's operation. DFL had a
registered capital valued at US$ 2 billion 13 with 50% equity per each party. It became
China's first joint venture enterprise in the automobile industry with a complete series of
trucks, buses, commercial vehicles and passenger vehicles.
5.3.7 Mitsubishi Motors
Investment in China by Mitsubishi Motors started from indirect investment by its
subsidiary in Taiwan. In 1996, China Motor Corp.14 (CMC) reached a joint venture
agreement with the Fujian Auto Group. Thereafter, the South East Auto Industry Ltd.
(SEM) located in the Fujian of China was established in the same year with CMC's 50%
share-holding. To support the SEM production, 34 CMC suppliers from Taiwan and 68
local vendors have established plants near to SEM. With the advantage having the similar
culture as the Mainland people and the better Taiwanese-Japanese marketing strategy,
CMC helped SEM successfully builds its distributor-network within a short period of two
years, the total dealer number reaching its current 524. In 2004, Mitsubishi Motors signed
a Memorandum of Understandings (MOU) with CMC, which declared its participation in the
top management of SEM and the availability of FDI from Mitsubishi Motors to SEM for its
further development.
5.4 Comparison of major foreign automobile manufacturers
Chart 14 provides the production volume (from 2001 to 2003) of major foreign
automobile manufacturers in China.
Chart 14: Production volume of major foreign automobile manufactures in China
Units
Sources: Mark lines
From the market share point of view, VW is the largest because of its previous
mentioned historical efforts. However, as already stated, VW has decreased its market
share because of the aggressive challenges many multi-national automobile manufacturers
made after China opened its market in 2000. It is clear new entries, such as Nissan,
Toyota and Mitsubishi Motors, have been utilizing their Taiwanese affiliates very effectively
to cultivate the Chinese market. (Chart 15)
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Company name FDI 2001 2002 2003
Shanghai Volkswagen Automobile VW 230,281 278,890 405,252Co., Ltd.
FAW-Volkswagen Automobile Co.,,,,
Ltd.3,893 191,685 302,220
Shanghai General Motor Co., Ltd GM 58,543 111,623 206,964
Guangzhou Honda Automobile Co.,
Ltd. Honda 51,131 59,024 117,178Ltd.
Shenlong - Citroen Citroen 53,680 84,378 105,475
Tianjin FAW Xiali Daihatsu 51,019 89,720 104,505(Toyota)
Chang-an Suzuki Suzuki 43,123 67,846 102,083
Dongfeng Motor Co., Ltd. Nissan 18,501 38,897 66,139
South East Auto Industry Ltd. Mitsubishi 15,749 16,808 56,884
Seen from another point of view, VW and GM don't have their manufacturing bases
in Taiwan, which might mean they had focused on the Chinese market long before, while
Japanese makers sought their business chance first in Taiwan. One more interesting fact
is that there is no remarkable corporate activity of Ford Motors even though it has a strong
Taiwanese affiliate, Ford Lio Ho.
Chart 15: Comparison of Major Foreign Auto Makers
Production Growth TaiwaneseFDI Trends(2003) Rate resources
VW 405,252 45.31% N.A. Decreasing its market share
VW 302,220 57.66% N.A. Decreasing its market share
GM 206,964 85.41% N.A. Active expansion by M&A
Honda 117,178 98.52% N.A. Active expansion
Citroin 105,475 25.00% N.A.
Daihatsu 104,505 16.48% N.A.
Suzuki 102,083 50 % N.A.
Nissan 66,139.. 70.04% Yulon As new entries for this market,
utilize Taiwanese resources very
Mitsubishi 56,884 238.43% ,'. MC
effectively to expand their
Toyota 49,534 [\•207.12% Kouzui business.
Source: Nomura Research Institute, "Kyu Seicho suru Chugoku Jidosha Sangyo to Nikkei Buhin Me-ka- no
Jigyo Kikai", Chiteki Shisan Sozo, February 2005
6 Case Study of the Food and Beverage Manufacturing Industry
Many Taiwanese companies have invested in China to seek new production bases
for exports where they can use enough and cheap workforce. Taiwan used to be a
country with strong manufacturing bases for exports. From that standpoint, business
activities of Taiwanese companies are similar to Japanese companies' investment history
in China. However, some food and beverage manufacturers in Taiwan had perceived the
Chinese market as a huge consuming market since around the 1990s.
The Tingsin Group and the Uni-President Group have a dominant presence in the
Chinese food and beverage market and possess extensive distribution networks in China.
Also both are frequent joint venture partners with foreign companies mainly but not limited
to Japanese companies because their "know-how" and distribution networks is
enormously attractive for the foreign investors in order to tap the Chinese market.This
chapter shows examples of the advantages in cultivating the Chinese domestic market
with Taiwanese companies for not only Japanese but also Western FDI in China.
6.1 The Ting Hsin group (Taiwan) and its alliances with foreign companies
The Ting Hsin group is the leading food manufacturer and its brand name "Master
Kong" is one of the biggest names in China. Originally, Ting Hsin was a medium-sized
cooking oil manufacturer in Taiwan managed by four brothers. In 1988, the youngest
brother ventured into the Chinese market and started instant noodle production in 1992. In
1996, Ting Hsin expanded its business into the baked goods and beverage segments.
According to AC Nielsen SCAN TRACK EXPRESS, based on sales, for the
December 2004-January 2005 periods, Ting Hsin was the market leader in instant noodles,
ready-to-drink teas and sandwich crackers, gaining 37.7%, 46.6% and 27.5% of market
shares respectively. As of the end of 2004, Tingyi -- the Ting Hsin Group's core company --
had a distribution network of 341 business establishments, 72 warehouses, 3,908
wholesale bases and 61,065 direct retailers in China. This strong network has attracted
many foreign investors. (Chart 16)
Chart 16: Ting Hsin's recent major cooperation with FDI in China
Industry FDI Partners Contents
Ting Hsin transferred 49.99% interest in
the beverage business to Al Beverage
Holdings Co., Ltd., a joint venture
Beverage Asahi Breweries Ltd. company of Asahi Breweries and Itochu.
manufacturing)manufacturing Ting Hsin can utilize both the strong(JV) Itochu Corp.
product development capability of Asahi
Breweries and the merchandise / trading
2004 functions of Itochu Corp.
Ting Hsin transferred 50% of its
subsidiary's interest (retail business) to
Retail industry Tesco PLC Tesco, the world 6 th retailer by USD 200
million.
Ting Hsin transferred 49.99% interest in
Domestic Itochu Corp. logistics business (=Tingtong) to Itochu
logistics Corp.
The new Joint venture, to be named
Kagome (Hangzou) Foods Co., Ltd. is
established.
2005 Manufacturing Kagome Co., Ltd. Kagome holds a 61% stake in the newItochu Corp.(JV) company while Itochu and Tianjin Tygyi
International Food own 10% and the
remaining 29%, respectively.
Source: 2004 annual report of Tingyi (Cayman Islands) Holding Corp.
6.2 The Uni-President group (Taiwan) and its alliances with foreign companies
The Uni-President Group was founded in Taiwan in 1967. Since then, it has been
dedicated to food manufacturing as well as to exploring new business. Especially after the
1990s when Taiwan's Gross National Product (GNP) per capita broke US$10,000, the
level of its competitors became enhanced, and the Taiwanese domestic market saturated.
The Uni-President Group realized that globalization was the key to overcoming obstacles
to further growth, and therefore aggressively expanded businesses into China, which was
an appropriate decision for its business expansion as the advantages of language, culture,
emotion, customs or economic integrations were on its side. Up until now, The Uni-
President Group has had investments in more than 50 Chinese affiliates with a total
investment of US$ 1.7 billion, covering a wide range of businesses including food, retail
and restaurants. The Group also possesses a far-reaching distribution network by
establishing 37 branch offices, 95 sales offices and 163 sales support offices in China and
deploying a sales promotion unit of 6,557 members. The main feature of the Uni-President
Group's investment in China is its diversifications against a background of its powerful
conglomerate status in Taiwan. (Chart 17)
Chart 17: The Uni-President's Major Cooperation with FDI in China
Industry FDI Partners.
Feeding Staffs Mitsubishi Corp,
Instant noodle Nissin Food Products Co., Ltd.
Can Kawasaki Steel Co., Ltd., Tomen Corp.
Cooking Oil Nisshin Oil Mills Ltd., Mitsubishi Corp.
Seasoning Kikkoman Corp.
Beer and Beverage Kirin Brewery Co., Ltd., Kirin Beverage Co., Ltd.
Caf6 Chain Starbucks
Retailer Carrefour
Source: 2004 annual report of the Uni-President Group
7 Case Study of the Retail Industry
This case study first shows the general understanding about the retail industry in
China and how the Chinese Government has historically opened its market to foreign
investors.Secondly, it shows the different strategies between Carrefour and Wal-Mart and
how Carrefour has successfully utilized its Taiwanese affiliates -- the Uni President group --
to develop its store network in China. This case would seem to prove that even for
Western companies, FDI in China utilizing Taiwanese resources is very effective.
7.1 The short history of the retail market in China for foreign investment
In July 1992, the Chinese Central Government decided to open the Chinese retail
market experimentally to foreign companies. Since then, foreign retailers started their full-
fledged efforts to enter the Chinese retail market. China is a huge continent, and each
region is quite different not only in economic development and consuming activities, but
also in culture and various other systems (ex. politic system and logistic system). Such
local diversity has been a barrier not only to foreign companies but also to local Chinese
companies when they wish to enter new retail markets in different regions.
The open-door strategy which the Chinese Central Government adopted in 1978 to
open its huge market encouraged foreign investment mainly toward manufacturing
industries, and foreign investors were basically prohibited from moving into the Chinese
wholesale and retailing industries. Only foreign manufacturers were allowed to sell a
certain amount of their products as long as they were manufactured in plants in China.
In July 1992, the Central Government approved one or two foreign retailers to
experiment with large-scale joint ventures in the six cities of Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin,
Dalian, Quindao and Guangzhou, as well as in five special economic areas such as
Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou, Xiamen and Hainan. Nevertheless, 100% foreign retailers
companies were not allowed to get such approvals.
Even during the second stage of China's policy to open its market to foreign
investors up to1995, the Central Government continued to be very careful about inviting
foreign investors. On the other hand, some municipal governments of large cities,
especially along the east coast became quite eager to open their retail markets to foreign
investors. As a result, regional municipalities admitted a large number of foreign retailers to
come to their cities.
Regretting such a trend, the Central Government issued a State Council Notice in
1997, instructing local municipalities to survey the dissolution of foreign retailers not listed
on Test-Case List. As of 1997, the Central Government ordered foreign retailers set up
with approvals of regional governments to be dissolved. At the same time, the Central
Government expanded the regions for opening foreign retailers as Test-Case with the
approval of them.
In April 1998, the State Council decided to encourage regions from the coastal cities
to several major cities in the Central and Western parts of China. In June 1999, with the
aim of joining WTO, the Chinese Government changed its principals and decided to open
its retailing market to foreign companies fully, like manufacturing industries. However, it still
did not allow establishing 100% foreign investment companies in the retail industries.
In December 2004, making an important transition of a third anniversary for China's
merger with WTO, where retail industries fully opened to foreign investors as follows:
(1) Elimination of all restrictions on the standards of capital from foreign companies
regions, import and exports and the number of companies and stores; and
(2) Removal of restrictions on the franchise chain in China.
Chart 18: Globalization of the retail industry in China
Market similarity
The 1990s
Scale/sco
After 2000
itive advantage
the 1990s
Regulation
* In Comparison to the manufacturing industries, it took time to open the Chinese retail
market to foreigners.
* In 1992, the Chinese Central Government decided to open its market experimentally to
foreign companies.
* On the other hand, some municipal governments emphasized opening their retail
markets to foreign investors, leading to imbalance.
* In 2004, the retail industry was fully opened to the world because of China's merger with
WTO.
Looking at the retailers' sales ranking in 2004, Carrefour China keeps its ranking as
5th from 2003 with aggressive store development, while the Chinese domestic group
expands its business through M & A. On the other hand, Wal-Mart lowers in its ranking
from 16 th in 2003 to 2 0 th in 2004. (Chart 19)
Chart 19: The 2004 retailers sales ranking in China
iGrowth Growth First half
2003rate (%) rate (%) of 2004
1 Bailian Group 67,627 22.5 5,493 25.1 1 1
GOME Electrical2 23,878 34.3 227 63.3 2 3Appliance
3 Dashang Group 23,085 27.0 120 25.0 4 2
4 Suning Corp. 22,108 79.6 84 30.4 3 7
Carrefour China5 16,241 20.9 62 51.2 5 5Inc.
6 Beijing Hualian 16.000 17.6 70 12.9 6 4
Suguo
7 Supermarket Co., 13,880 44.9 384 15.7 7 10
Ltd.
NGS Supermarket8 13,703 10.7 1,232 2.1 8 6Co., Ltd.
Wumart Stores,9 Wumrt Stores 13,277 56.1 378 17.6 12 12Inc.
10 Sanlian Group 13,256 24.2 32 25.7 10 8
14 Kentucky fried 11,869 26.2 1,324 27.3 N.A. N.A.
20 Wal-Mart China 7,635 30.5 43 30.3 17 16
23 METRO 6,364 13.2 23 27.8 20 18
Sources: Ministry 
na
7.2 The Carrefour group in China
At the end of 1995, the Carrefour group opened its hyper-markets with a banner of
"JIALEFU" almost simultaneously in Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen through cooperation
with the different local partner companies. (Chart 20) Since then until 2001, when Carrefour
received the approval from the Central Government, it had opened 27 stores throughout
China with the banner of JIALEFU. At present, Carrefour is the number one foreign retailer in
the Chinese market and occupies a presence as large as Lianhual s , the Chinese number one
local retailers in sales.
Chart 20 : The Local Partner of Carrefour in major China's cities
Local No. of Others
Partner Stores
Established a JV which was a consulting
CVIC
Beijing Commerce 4 company and named Carrefour-CVIC
Group(Oct./02)Group Management Co.
* Lianhua is the biggest supermarket
chain in China6Shanghai Lianhua (Oct./02) * 2 :jointly managed with Lianhua
0 4: run only by Carrefour
Guangzhou Non-competent articles is including in the
Guangzhou Department N.A.Guangzhou Department N.A. contact with Guangzhou Department Co.Co,
Source: Strategies and Store Development of Carrefour in the Chinese Continent
Among foreign retailers which have entered into the Chinese market, Carrefour has
developed its stores with the fastest speed. The feature of its market - entry strategies are as
follows:
* Carrefour made its local partner in Taiwan, Uni-President Enterprise Corp., its strategic
partner to enter the Chinese market. The pattern of making groups of three parties --
that is, Carrefour, Uni-President Enterprise Corp. and a local Chinese partner company
-- can be commonly seen among all Carrefour stores in China.
* Carrefour has quite a flexible standard for selecting the local Chinese partner company.
Establishing joint operations or joint ventures in China, Carrefour never limits its local
partners to particular companies except for Uni-President Enterprise Corp.
* Carrefour changes its store format on the request of its local partner company and
local market.
In 2005, Carrefour had opened 20 new stores and reported its project as expanding its
store development in China to 1,000 within three to five years.
7.3 Wal-mart in China
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. was founded by Sam Walton, a legend of American retail
industry, in Arkansas in 1962. After over 40 years of growth, it has become the world's
largest private employer and retailer. In 1996, one year after Carrefour first invested in China,
Wal-Mart entered the Chinese market. The first Super center and SAM'S CLUB were opened
in Shenzhen, China. Nowadays, it has operated 47 units in 22 cities including 42 Super
centers, 3 SAM'S CLUBS, and 2 Neighborhood Markets.
In addition to that, Wal-Mart procures a high volume of merchandise from China and
exports to the rest of the world through its Global Procurement Center located in Shenzhen.
Wal-Mart's direct and indirect procurements have increased every year, with US$ 10 billion in
2001, US$ 12 billion in 2002, US$ 15 billion in 2003 and US$ 18 billion in 2004 which would
rank as China's eighth-biggest trading partner if Wal-Mart were an individual partner.
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Although Wal-Mart is a strong presence in China, especially as the biggest private
trading partner with this country, it seems left far behind by Carrefour in retail market
development in China. For example, in July 2005, Wal-Mart opened its first store in Shanghai
where Carrefour already had ten stores, and above all Carrefour had opened its first store in
1995 (ten years before Wal-Mart). Actually, Wal-Mart got approval for its first store in
Shanghai in 2002. However, as Wal-Mart had suffered from the choice of location and
constructional trouble, it took three years to open its first store. In those years, the general
merchandise store (GMS) market in Shanghai had drastically changed. It had expanded its
store number from 50 in 2002 to 123 in 2005.
There are obvious differences in strategies toward the Chinese market between Wal-
Mart and Carrefour. (Chart 21) There would be mainly three reasons for Wal-Mart not to
show its true colors in China as the world leading retailer:
* High logistic cost;
* High procurement cost; and
* Difficulty in building a dominant condition.
Something missing for Wal-Mart in China might be appropriate partners. On the other
hand, it's true that the Taiwanese partner, the Uni-President group, undertook a critical role
in the Carrefour's business expansion in China.
Chart 21: Comparison between Wal-Mart and Carrefour in China
Wal-Mart Carrefour
First investment in 1996 1995China
Sales(CNY million) 7,635 16,241
Sales Ranking 20"' 5 th
Number of stores 43 62
Shenzhen (home) Whole extent of ChinaStore network Mainly Guangdong
(19 cities) (24 cities)
Sales Point Commodities Fresh foods
The local supply 30% 98%
rate (in Shanghai)
Relationship with Close relation with the Mainly strong relation with municipal governments
Government Central Government of large cities rather than the Central Government
Source: Japan Consumer Marketing Research Institute
7.4 Japanese retailer in China
Ito-Yokado, one of the largest retail groups in Japan and very famous for its operations of
7 Eleven in both Japan and the US, has established retail stores in Beijing and Chengdu. In
April 2004, Ito-Yokado and its affiliate (York-Benimaru) signed the agreement to establish
Beijing Wangfujing Store (Group) Co., Ltd., in a joint venture with the Beijing Wanghujing Store
(Group), a large-scale Chinese department store operator. Ito-Yokado first invested in China
in 1997, two years after Carrefour first invested in China, and just one year after Wal-Mart's
investment. Although Ito-Yokado has a plan to expand its store network in Beijing to 10 stores
before Beijing Olympics, its business steps are left far behind by Carrefour.
8 The Short Summary of Three Case Studies
To sum up the major characteristics of these three case studies, Taiwanese resources
have played an important role in FDI in China, which is not limited to Japanese and/or
manufacturing industries, but also to Western and/or service industries.
Case study of the automobile and the automobile-related industry
The first case study addresses the typical JCT case in the automobile FDI in China.
Japanese major automobile manufacturers, which were left far behind Western companies in
the Chinese market, have rapidly expanded their market share by utilizing Taiwanese resources
since 2000.
Case study of the food and beverage manufacturing industry
The second case study addresses how Taiwanese food and beverage manufacturers
have a dominant presence in China, focusing on the Ting Hsin group and the Uni-President
group. These two groups have a huge distribution network, which attracts the relative
industries' FDI in China from the whole world such as two major Japanese breweries, a top
British retailer and a top US coffee chain.
Case study of the retail industry
The last case study focused on the two giants in the retail industry -- Wal-Mart and
Carrefour -- and asks why Carrefour has been more competitive in the Chinese retail market
than Wal-Mart. It is clear that the key factor of Carrefour's success is the partnership with the
Uni- President group, another giant in the Chinese retail industry from Taiwan.
9 Conclusion and Recommendation
So far this research has focused on whether, how and why FDI in China utilizing
Taiwanese resources is effective and has tried to prove this direction is not limited only to the
Japanese and/or manufacturing industry, but Western and/or service industry as well. From
this standpoint, it was found through various articles, interviews and the past questionnaire
surveys that, in recent years there is a sharp rise of JCT, which has multi-faceted advantages
for each purpose of FDI in China. In addition, it found distinguished cases of Western service
industry's FDI in China successfully utilizing Taiwanese resources. Nevertheless, it is also
true that fewer cases were found in Western FDI to utilize Taiwanese resources than JCT.
The main reasons arise from both the special relationship in history between Japan and
Taiwan and the different strategies in utilizing them between Japanese and Western FDI.
First, historically there is a special relationship between Japan and Taiwan, which makes
JCT more effective than Western FDI in utilizing Taiwanese resources. However, does this
close relationship last forever? It is no doubt that the first generation of Taiwanese
entrepreneurs has a sense of affinity with Japanese companies. On the other hand, the
second generation of them is more influenced by the Western business style than by the
Japanese style, because of political tensions between Japan, China and Taiwan. From now
on, how to maintain this close relationship with Taiwanese companies must be a key factor for
future JCT.
Second, there is a clear difference between Japan and Western countries in terms of
fundamental FDI strategies (not exclusive in China), especially in terms of global human
resources management. For example, most Japanese companies have the tendency to
control overseas affiliates by Japanese staffs rather than being left with an international staff.
In contrast, it is usual for Western companies to choose international staffs under the policy of
the right persons for the right posts including top management of their overseas affiliates.
(Chart 22) These differences in human resources management between Japanese and
Western companies are leading characteristics of each company's globalization. Moreover,
Japanese global human resources management sometimes seems to hinder the expansion of
their business globally. To improve the advantage of JCT, motivating Taiwanese human
resources should be considered by Japanese companies.
Chart 22: The differences of Taiwanese human resource management in Chinese
subsidiaries
Taiwanese Position Business Outline
Japanese subsidiaries Middle-manager class Working level business support
in China 0 Product management
0 Sales management
Western subsidiaries Executive manager class, Corporate management
in China including top manager
Source: Chiteki Shisan Sozo, September 2001
As a final point, it should be emphasized that utilizing Taiwanese resources is not an
ideal strategy for FDI in China. As discussed in chapter four, there are disadvantages to FDI
in China utilizing Taiwanese resources. In particular, after the completion of the learning
process through JCT investments when each party had absorbed all technology and know-
how from the other, there are some possibilities for increasing each party's adverse interest.
That is to say, how to build the long-standing win-win relations of both parties' efforts and
collaborations would be another challenge for maximizing the effectiveness of utilizing
Taiwanese resources.
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Notes:
' The Mizuho Research Paper was on the basis of press coverage mainly by Japanese newspapers,
Internet websites and press releases of corporate enterprises, the Kaigai Shinshutsu Kigyo Soran(Japanese Overseas Investment) published by the Toyo Keizai, Inc. and interviews.
2 Fujimoto (2003), P 103-104
3 Based on our interviews and the questionnaire survey by the Japan-China Investment Promotion
Organization (2002)
4 "Competitive edge of managerial resources" refers to superiority "centering around management (from
an external point of view) and (more substantially), knowledge and experience, marketing methodology
such as patents and know-how regarding management, covering more widely, the technological and
professional expertise, market position (monopolistic control, if any) in distribution/raw material
purchase/funding, trademarks (brands) and organization for credit, information collection and research
and development" (Kojima (1967))
5 JETRO, Economic Information Department (2002a) p. 75
6 For example, the case example of Seiko Chemical Engineering & Machinery, Ltd. (The Japan Industrial
Journal, September 5, 2003)
Matsushima (2003) etc.
8 Global Views Monthly, March 2004, p. 70
9 Sato (1997) also reveals similar survey results p. 225
10 For example, the lead time, transportation costs and the economics of scale
11 The Taijin Auto Group was merged by the FAW Group in 2002.
12 Nissan had 10% share of Taiwan Yulon Motor around that time.
13 The largest joint venture project in the Chinese automobile industry
14 Mitsubishi Motor owns 14% share of China Motor Corp. in Taiwan.
15 Lianhua merged with three other local retailers as Bailian in April 2003.
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